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Shirlee Sherkow: 1 thought 1 would start now because it's

getting late, and some people have to leave. You-cankeep
hame 1S

on—eating;okay?But My Shirlee Sherkow, and I'm the one

who organized thes thing, even though I don't know most of

the people here. But 1 thought 1'd tell you what. .was generally
Hus lancheon

the purpose of having 4e—-to—beginmwith, which is basically

just an information exchange.) By—theways—it'ls—being—taped,

instrsamategrmeetsatt
This—is—a==Basically, I'm involved in the Oral History Program,

and I'm doing a project on women scientists and engineers. usd

I just started in November [1975]. hd 3 Livde I began this

project, 1've been talking to people at MIT; I realized that

there were a lot of different research projects going on and

also a lot of different what—F—esfT "action-oriented projects"

going on that people really were not aware of. All the

different things just siwply within MIT that were going on.

So the basic idea was just an information exchange. sar

second purpose was just that people could get to know each other,
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which I think has already been accomplished -FEE&amp;gHa], so that's

nice. SadEn the Fall, weld—ttke=to—tave==— the Oral History

Program would like to sponsor another luncheon, where we would

include students, and I'm especially thinking of having the

students who are involved in setting-up the Women's Center, and

the students who are involved in Freshman Orientation, and so

on, because basically, the students aren't here NOWgeyemmeiemau,
Hose Whe andl
who ,have been active in women's issues,-ands  oe=kmuw, women's

projects. mSaTon, | were not able

to invite a whole host of people; as you know, it wasn't open

to anybody else, so hopefully in the Fall we'll have another

luncheon, cand we'll be inviting the people who weren't able
to attend the first one. 4: thought first 1 would Justi tell

you a little bit about our project, and then we'll. go on to

the other people. ameLhe Oral History Program is a new

program, and it just started about a year ago. sre particular

project is interviewing women scientists and engineers in the

Boston area. Ame lid as doing the complete life histories of

these women. So far we've done Vera Kistiakowsky ,—whe—you
who is a

probablyzitFnow—ires,physics professor here at MIT. .&amp;md-

Mildred Dresselhaus is also going to be interviewed; she's

agreed to it, and we just haven't begun yet. In fact, the

first interview is tonight. 8 the idea behind it was simply

that this kind of information is available on men; you know,

there are famous men scientists, and they leave their memoirs,

and there's books all over the place about men. aetl ath ray:
about

there're aren't. as many/ women, especially, I think, in the present.
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aL Yoo
So this was the purpose of the program was to, yeE=REdw, get women

who are scientists and engineers -- we don't want to limit it to

scientists. In addition, we've also interviewed a young astronomer

who works at Harvard Astrophysical Center; her name is Christine

Jones, and she's the third person. As I mentioned, we're going

to do about ten. sa, J oreruity, we'll have options with this

particular project; 43dI'd like to have a lot of different

projects about women. I'd like to have women in the media, and

there's a‘couple of other possibilities. (But right now. it’s
4just women in science and engineering. a Qn of the things

that we're looking for while we're talking to these people are

thelr particular motivation: Why did they decide to go into

science? Why did they decide to go into engineering? What were

thelr obstacles, if they had AE aT along the way,Jol,

from high school, through college, graduate school. sad [hen,
er———

in their SRLS pyMIEee, wastit difficult to advance? Ferrer
ony—aRd—soforth. Sr we're trying to understand the

entire social setting that these women lived in, their personal

feelings, and any obstacles that they may have encountered in

persuing their careers. AEoy we hope that our

project will serve as a stimulus for people all over the country

to do similar projects, because we don't have the money tog

yot=ksemwy go around the country interviewing. Yoseslemewsthere

are a lot of women scientists and engineers throughout the country,
ouUY we.

but when you are limited by wer funds, and wheR-¥eu just have

to do the Boston area. se.opens, we will be advertising

&lt;&lt;our program, and letting other people throughout the country
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know that this is what we're doing, and we hope that this will be

a stimulus for other people to carry on where we can't.

Questioner: Will you train interviewers at all?

—

Sherkow: Weld fhe Oral History Program is set up, in addiction

‘t0 having these specific projects, of which this women's project

is oner-anybody in the MIT community that's involved in oral

history projects, we do help them, I don’t think Y¥'dcedll iis,

"train them", but any students who are involved, we give them

our equipment, and show them how to use it, and we have a whole,
wr iD

youw=kKa@; sheet of tips ,-—yow=lewes, in interviewing, and so on,

and ‘so forth. It's not just for students, "and it's not just

for teachers, it's,.seee=kmow, for anybody who knows that we're
A

here, and wants to make use of our facilities. ¥1n addition,

all of our materials that we will collect from these interviews

will be deposited in the MIT library system, and that's going to mean

a special collection system which is not there right now; sometime

in the future. Hopefully, .in the summer we'll be depositing

our first interviews from the DNA project -- there's a recombinant

DNA project that we're also involved in, and interviews will be

deposited din the library this summer. So, until then, people
vat

really don't know that we exist, and donlt know about our

information. litem invited a few people

on the projects that they're doing, of one sort or another. fe

1 thought 1'd just briefly tell you who they are. Mary Rowe, =

and—you—probabtydon'tkmow— i's a Special Assistant to the President

and Chancellor on Women and Work. Ase Edith Ruina is involved on
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a project called WITS [Work in Technology and Science], which is

geared to expanding career opportunities of men and women in

high school, and she'll be talking about her particular project.
”~ ir Seve val

&lt;kwe¢ Sally Hacker ~fs—there—-is a sociologist, and for sesweral

years she's been a member of the NOW Board, and she's going to

talk today about her post-doctoral study at MIT on the culture

of engineering. ®&amp;#e Evelyn Murray-Lenthall is representing

SWE, the Society of Women Engineers, which is a professional

organization of graduate women engineers, and also women with

equivalent engineering experience, and she will be talking about

the objectives of SWE. snd {hen Chris Dall is involved in

making films on women, and five films are being planned to be

made; two have already been made, one is on women in management,

and the other one is on women in engineering; amd she'll talking

about those two films that are completed. sree TELAT, Pat

Garrison, who isn’t here right now, and I hope she does make it,

is. the Assistant Equal Employment Opportunity Officer, and

she was going to talk about her work in affirmative action.

S0 1 thought we would just begin with Mary, then.

Questioner: Can we py 0 Svery badly”
Sherkow: RE doesn't everybody

+h would be
go around and introduce themselves, because INMm—pretty—bad—with
best.

“RamesT

Lotte Bailyn: T1'm Lotte Bailvyn, I'm teaching at the Sloan School.

Sally Hacker: Sally Hacker.
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Questioner: You want to make a sentence -- say a sentence about

what you do, Lotte, for people?
12. v yrpBesides teadlivg©

Bailyn: , Very little, she says [laughter]. -Teetuwalliy—— 1

have been involved in research on career women and meng, and—

theTelationship—of—womenr— —alRat they

develop.

Allison Platt: T'm Allison Platt, and I'm the éditor of Sojourner

[women's newspaper at MIT]. Also, somewhat tending to be

involved (mn &amp; great fro posal just cn mad &lt; wha woul
/

sp#- produce prototype brochures for high school and junior high

school students about technology) amd—wett, we haven't heard

about the grant proposal. Andnother grant proposal which hasn't

Come through oder avolves a. small amount of money for Sojourner,
FL

+0 keep mg up) we haven't heard about that one.
N

Martha:Taylor: "I'm Martha Taylor. 1'm from the Sejourner [reporter].

Betty—-Ann Curtis: Betty~Ann Curtis. I'm q lod ba heve

HM I'm interested in the Women's Forum.

I'm chairman of the career organization.

Sylvia Darréw:c 1'm Sylvia Darrow. I'm a technical assistant
Lov

in the Laboratory gf Nuclear Science, and also active in the

Women's Forum.

Brenda Ferriero: I'm Brenda Ferriero. 71 work at the Computer

Center Information Processing Services Offices, and 1'm also active

in the Women's Forun.
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Jane Sauer: Jane Sauer. I work on the local M\Y — Wellesley

exchenge pregpam.
Dotty Bowe: #8 I'm Dotty Bowe. 1'm a financial aid officer.

I don’t know what else to say, other than 1 have a long-term interest

in women.

Stephanie Krebes: I'm Stephanie Krebes, and I'm a social

anthropologist and film maker. ##d I've been doing video work

this year Yoinins a course, in non-verbal communication ww the
de Hai 20 |
Eneloofsnldeini die, Right now, I'm'wozking on a project

enticdXenoviedge and Practice Fubidn is looking at the kind of

ideas and knowledge that planners have about their own planning

work, or their own work in. planning. nals I've been doing

is I've videotmped two women planners, criminal justice planners,

and now, at the present, 1'm showing the tape back to them, and

interviewing them Eons with the tape, and videotaping our

interview. Edn I'm trying to get two different views on

what's going on in the tape. "So it's really women in work.

al
Niti Salloway: I'm Niti Salloway, and I work sEEsh CAES and

#H- cable television programs, and I daproducel the women's films

ath (ES, —AfF¢ I'm interested in using video to work as a

family therapist, and that's what I'm training to do.

‘Gibbd-reomwren:-
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Pat Garrison: My name is Pat Garrison, and I'm the Assistant

Equal Employment Opportunity Officer here at the Tastiente: Pore

MA interests are in the employ wend ot minorities” women at
MIT. Por promotion [laughter].

5, ~Wzkd~ I was asked just to make a couple of words about what

it ds that I do. a Jou probably =m all know when Clarence
Piiltans midiebedl Il Wr et

Was kind ofall-purpose office for inquiry and support, and

referrals of all kinds.with a lecturer in humanities to teach.

I had taught a course every semester called Azduodenys wirat—the
world—weuld—took—tike-ifmenand-weomen—did— )

m=
I do very little research right mow, but that which I have done

is to try foster ‘and wor K myself, semre work on the practices

of discrimination for women in higher eductation, and for women

in the work place in general. Ei own work over the last

three and a half years at MIT, I've systematically collected

incidents of racist and sexist discrimination that has been

brought to my office, that seemed to me of a non- couraceon

odynature. There's no seadly/ redress under the law for the kind of

thing that I'm looking at, and that's why I'm interested in it,

because I think that the legal system available to women,

especially at places like MIT, is pretty sensitive, and yet

advance for minorities and women has been terribly slow. So

I've turned to the subtleties” ‘with great interest.

If I'm alloted ten minutes that's related to that rather than what

T do directly, I might say something that many of you might noi yet
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Ww

have heard, Jhich ie various other large and smaller groups of

women and minorities in women in the MIT complex have undertaken

regional studies of subtle discrimination within wir Wniiehi

reports that might be of interest to all of you are a monumentalseries of skits produced by the women at Lincoln Lab..TheybeganP ro duc Lo]
three years ago te=® some in-house skits, and then began to

videotape them.this last Spring. They have a very nicely.

and edited, though technically imperfect, videotape of
to

fourteen skits of things that happen/minority and non-minoritywomen in the Lincoln Lab context,.1.amnot.anobjectiveobserver,but I thought it was very good. Iela—fuite—== Some of the

incidents are very funny if you can {finda smile ‘through your
a

tears. ¥els—reattry—a—geoeod—=~ It's sort of anguish and hilaria,
qp— i

gallows humor event. fed bhey're 8t1l1ll collecting more

t ; +theid e nls and doing more videotaping.

Questioner: who's den Hiese spate?

Rowe: M¥@® It's a group at Lincoln Laboratory Women's Forum.

Sub-group of Skit. They have sub-groups on Death

and Maori YY planing. [laughter]. Amd fhe Benefits Group,
for instance, has studied the pension. They are the only people

in Massachusetts who know more about pension plans than Bob
pemmn—— deri .

Davis. Amdsoon—dowa—the-limer They're really very hard-working

at what they 2 Video groupzthat's just coming out with its

report, if you haven't yet heard of it, are the Women in

Architecture. The Affirmative Action Commitiee in the Department

of Architecture, both women and men, sent a questionnaire to all

the men and women of that department, asking about -- systematically
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about racist and sexist problems and wcidents within that

department. amdhey produced a thirty or forty page report,

which I think would interest everybody. -Simitarty=—== Similar

kinds of work have been done in many other women's groups, for

instance, the Information Processing oroig Es major report has

just been produced by women about women in athletics, focused

primarily on the experience of women students in athletics, but

also by implication the Whatsgrevncies in athletics. These
studies concer ming Hthimetia. he ambiance of our life environment

here at MIT now have covered, perirapi—econstdeTiog—

—covered At least some part of the life of almost half

- Airecty _ —— rE ar QO.
of the 4,000 women Aig oohed to L fish Wie e
of the things that. I think will happening nhis coming is a
deliberation of the regional reports. +1f vou, yourself, know

of or would like to embark on 3 Suvthes sationl ansiyets of

subtle discrimination in your own work or educational environment,

1'd be very happy to support it in ‘any way l.can, and would

like -lo have TF writen up because there's a group working on

a possible publication by MT press #£ different kinds of

efforts along this Lins. Ta final disconnected sentence: 1

hadn't known at the time that I met Shirlee of a master's thesis

done here that maybe all of you knew about, but that'll hadn't.

A woman rand lo aeMasiive Be ver , hae just done a

master’s thesis on women at MIT from 1870 to 1940, digging up

all the women along with what they were doing, and why, and some

of the major achievements of Ha WO re ot standing Ones
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Sherkow: She's been working at the Oral History Program.

Bowe: Oh, she has? 1 didn't know that.

Sherkow: So all her materials will be deposited with our Chal

Hisforyardbiyes, ST anybody wants to get ahold of her, I know
herg oi

(wheve W 4 a &gt;
Questioner: wlYour materials be,

Sherkow: Our materials are going to be in a special collection

area of the library which has not been set ‘up yet. It's in the

process of being set up. So if anybody wants to get. ahold of

Marilyn, she should just call our office. Now edith Runa,

Ruina: The acronym for our project is WITS. &lt;Asd 1 should explain

that I have been at MIT as a result of something that began

in 1972, when Leya Weisner was very interested in having -- that

almost begins to seem like ancient history when I think of ,seu

knees the sort of change in the nature of the issues and the

concerns that people are raising. At that time, she was fairly

new to the job of wife of the President, and was very interested

way
in, I think, finding some imaginative to have MIT use some

leverage in a broader realm than its own environment in relation

to educational issues. P we started -- And she asked me

because Iohad——yow—mwows=1'ng likeyone of Fa on the
economics charts -- yow=®mew, the M-shaped curves. _fime I sort

of hit every point. Yowivumrlinen you were supposed to be in

the labor market, I was in the labor market; -am8 when you're supposed

to be out of it, I was in the depths of one of those depressions
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[laughter]. Taio; Eo cononta curves, I've conformed to all of

it. But, anyway, she rehabilitated me, in a sense. I had done
me

a lot of different things. And asked go write -- to think about

how MIT could think about reaching out of its own environment.

TTspec[150 this coincided with the hundredth- anniversary of

a woman graduating from MIT.Amd I see Dotty Bowe nodding her

athead, because she was here at our birth. in any case, in

1973, we had a workshop at MIT. gatJha happened was that in

the course of exploring what we could do, we discovered a very

fortunate convergence of realities. TPortunate from the point of

view of the workshop, not so fortunate from the point of view of

women. swe[he convergence we discovered -- which I think was

only beginning to surface~-I1 think people who were professionals

in economics already knew it, but it was only beginning to surface,

I think, as a major dimension of the women's movement. Ao[hat

was the whole business of occupational segregation, and the fact

that women are very poorly represented in exactly those areas

where MIT lives, essentially. Bale—tnd EGS other thing

that I think people were just beginning to be aware of ~~ Ve
we had

got a lot of flack when we started the workshop, because, petsaabc-

started to cut into the pilcture by working with high schools,

because we felt that there was a loft going on within MIT, The

question was how you could use Ho To in an abutting

environment. tnd got all kinds of flaki We gotufldk from

the people who were in early education who said that even y=

kpew; beginning with conception, was almost too late. ld

got flak from people who were in higher education, who thought

it was a waste of money to worry about anybody except people who
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were already in college. But since we were kind of primitives,

we ploughed ahead. A#@&amp;&gt;1 think since then, it is interesting that

a lot of other people are beginning to say that the high school,,

Gepyre—YOUkey th&amp;tin a sense, it's arbitrary that you can
rr T—

cut into so many places, but that the high school ,=pmee=fmow, is

something that deserves a lot more concentration that it has

tian. Ho, in any case, we had the workshop, which included, --

I don't know what the analogue iz of the Holy Trinity. [laughter],

but it's a group of all the kinds of people you want to Interact,

and virtually &lt;== yomimmess, in most action programs these days,

which is education, labor, government, academic institutions, and,

ACREembed” anyway, we had a configuration of all of those

people who came to the workshop and who tried to say what could

you do in high schools that would make a difference, by taking

advantage of some kind of interrelationships among the configuration

of people from various institutions. After the workshop -- the

workshop was an ad hoc activity. Mud[here was: a lot of

question within MIT about what justification there could or should

be for MIT continuing inthis particular realm. because that isn't

its main mission. ihe have always been a few people who

are sort of loyal supporters in the wings, while lLeya, and IL,

and a few other people have oTRETE— And«I~soft of touch

base with people in this room at various points along the way,

who've have been very supportive and interested. But we could

not exist if we did not have funding. But we've spent an awful

lot of time trying to get money. Awd I have comforting words for
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those of you who think that you get money through the buddy

Gengnetwork, because we have a lot of buddies but not money

2 aye ast evefrom most of them. mers we aefOlboonamrre getting

money from somebody -- from a place where we had nobody, essentially,

and that is from the State Department of Education. We're going

to get a grant from the State Department of Education, which is

potentially three-year money. mal. rationale for getting the

grant was that we were going to combine the concern about equal

education for women with the concern about exposing both men and

women to career options. amthie notion is that the women's

issue is an interesting basis for leverage to get people to be
Wher &lt;

in a position there's both a carrot and a stick for their

examining what -- carrot-sticks, maybe, is what I keep thinking

of —-- for examining what goes on in their environment, and that

the women's issue is 2 “Vowgm— yay to shed new light on a lot

of things that are going on, and that would be instrumental, $=

if they were changed, JC ‘en effecting programs for both males
and phates. nie also just become part of wwe DSRE [Division

for Study and Research in Education, .at MIT], and I'm hoping -- this

1s all very tentative -- but what I'm hoping is that we can

-= DSRE is very concerned; Lotte, and a few others of you here

know that environment very well -- and they're very concerned

about institutional learning and insitutional change. swt{eo

seems to me that that is a major componentof what we're all

about. Age I'm hoping that we car,yout; somehow be a

laboratory for shim, Lite other thing 1'm learning is I go to all

these meetings where everybody has all these wonderful ideas about
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everything you should do, and I am learning a lot about what they

mean by a tolerance for ambiguity [laughter], becausecthere’s: an

awfully lot of it in converting -- 1 mean, we're dealing with

SO many dimensions —yrmskmow, in trying to take a sort of very

broad concept, and everybody feeling that they've got good things

to do, and then converting it into what you do with schools =--

high schools that have a million other things on their agendas,

TIRING1 you do withthem at nineco'clock Monday morning,

or ‘at three-thirty, yous some afternoon, when two or three

teachers may be free if the superintendent decides he wants them

to be, po is not. an'editorial "he"; I use that advisedly

[laughs]. It's =z very tricky business, and the only way that

our program is really going ito be able to make it is if we can— —

ain.scold. YI see our role as doing a lot of i==:1

hesitate to use this metaphor, when Stephanie Krebes tells me

about the research sheis=dobwge=— orhas done; it's choreography.

A lot of pleces of programs ls following a lot of times a lot of

different kinds of people who are represented oink room,

because I feel if we can do some of the oranizational, and some

of the connecting, and the inter-connecting, we can't provide

all of the kinds of knowledge base and perspectives that are

going to be needed, But what we can do is make a lot of the

connections, and make it easier, maybe, for people to get

together in a lot of different ways. So, 1'm a nervous wreck

[laughter], but Hs Nice

Questioner: asd now primarily focusing on working with
high schools &gt;&lt; +» get Women ,., ©
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i ks iKua na

Rome With high dy)
/

eS ks I said, we're using that as the lever. Yow=emmt,

Joummsiemamgese— But that is a major piece of our agenda. We are no
{ M

longer calling ourselves The Women's Project, for a lot of reasons,
Tr.

aad related to legal problemsEE whether or not you can do it.

So the acronym stands for Work in Technology and Science. aes

° ° sil [—

contention is that the-—6e—f®wow, women who are concerned about

projects losing their female focus once they're merged have a

legitimate concern, and we're saying, "We're not going to let

that dimension get lost in our project."

SherKow! Sally Hoc Kev
Hacker: Newey When you were talking about a lot of stuff being

written about men in engineering, I think that's true of the

other side of the ¢din.c What 1'd to do is take a look at men

in engineering froma feminist point of. view. But I'm not quite

sure that that's been wd. in general, maybe starting
N

out with the question, "Why are there so many men in engineering?"

[laughter] 1 don't know. I think that'there might be for the

final stage of the ei of technology and women's role

in society.-- Generally this is a research~action project for

a couple of years in agro-business, in telecommunications,

insurance, printing and publishing. How, trying to do ithe

traditional affirmative action efforts and seeing that

you find out that affirmative action maybe holds some ground,
_ _ “»

somewhere, maybe, but not ,—yeu—kmows whole lot.
Oo

Technological change, for example, is going effect the role of women
MN
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te—goinp—to—tifeet=the—¥rote in many industries to a far greater

extent, detrimentally in many cases, than its done

in our experience. We began to notice that a lot of the managers

we talked to were engineers. We also began to notice that there

was, as well, peculiar notions about women, insensitivities

to political structure and social relations. Now that led to

coming here to MIT to learn more about the culture of engineering.

A Huis place to look at the origins of that culture, and

to see how it's transmitted to the next generation of engineers.

What sort of notions about women, for example, are transmitted
rooms

formally or informally] in class, ox in texts, whatever, 1 sat

on in on classes; I went to IAP [Independent Activities Period]

Benin atop dan listened to lectures, and began doing a content

analysis of jokes [laughter]. Now, primarily because 1 couldn't

understand many of the jokes that were going by. So 4i"'T

operationalized iit, bi

Questicwer

Hockerr—m [laughter]

questioner: Ajokes—to———sserbuialdasETTIETSEndeenTawaTFT].|
Hacker: Well a little summary of that. These ——

[ne most prominent topiccof humor, I think, is making out. leks
how do ye w bea]Fc

ow do you make out in theSyslem, system, how do you rip it

off, how do you compete? Jokes about failure have some humor

hla Grades . Awd I think there was nervous laughter for the
The second lourgest po —

most part. Sege=i A category concerned women, sex,
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body function, a lot of seatological humor, which sent me to the

library = ~ to make research on shit jokes, and that was --

Questioner: Dirty words.

not
Hacker: Right. What we're trying to do now, and welredone with

this part of the study, we're doing a series of very loosely

structured interviews with a sample of the male engineering

faculty, with a special focus on electrial engineering, and

a comparative sample from the Department of Humanities. I was

trying to do, to some extent, an exploration--maybe it's an

empirical research--around notions inherent in radical feminist
~ »

theory. That is, along with civilization, where did #"w We ge Hes

origins of the dualism we've still stuck with? Now, is there

4 separation of male and female which is pervasive, ‘and very, very

extensive, and which reaches into the deeper past and the deeper

centers of ourselves? WheyWIRE dichotomy, that dualism, might

be seen as a separation of mind and body; al! separatiom of nature

and technology; a separation of intellect and ‘logic from the

emotions, feelings, and so on. So the series of interviews we're

doing with the sample of male faculty -- now that meant dropping

two women out of the whole sample; if you're drawing a whole

sample, we had two women; 80 it is pretty representative of

MIT intthose re To asking about the sources of greatest

pleasure, as early back as they can remember; what really turned

people on in their childhood. Now, to some extent, the work

and leisure study, looking at the connectionSbetween what you

learned and mastered, what you learned to be good at,
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what you learned to enjoys you have to find pleasure and gratificational

fulfillment Ias 2 child, and then how that's related to what you

chose to do in adulthood. Now, maybe writirg aloo Hse ings in
— AA .

fashion will orient educatorsy. to the very,

very early ages which we have start =- conception sounds like a

pretty good idea. eaine asking them about their thoughts on

the social organization of work, wi Loos work have to be so

inherently hierarchical an SES ninarion, oY can work ~-- can you~- does 1 Soun
conceive of work ==%% iv kEP#d—of pleasurable to work in a context

characterized ,sou=kmow, more by egalitarian relationships? We're
i rl 3 i .

asking them, -yesw=Jemed, questions about social relations in

childhood. Firemenot Adc the relationships characterized by

a lot of intimacy and trust, ordwas it d:fairly Silpergicial
wih ©

relationship with a seit of friends vou had funA, Or vere you a
—loner? AndLo try and find out, -yeu—hkmwew, something about their

attitudes towards social relations, and ultimately toward social

structure. We're asking them about girls. What did you think

about girls at that age? sap about sex?+: Sex in

adolescence} sex in adulthood? What's the most pleasurable part

of it? Asking about sensory -- sensual experiences. Fascination

with the play of lights; the quality and texture of materials;

different kinds of rhythm in musicy

saTren asking them how they got into engineering. What was it

that turned them on about engineering? What did:they like about

it? What do they do like best about it now? Pwr We're
° rl : Ri

not done. I can give you some impressions, vouwslewtl, of a feweeetmmemr————-oreu——things that ‘I think are going on. It seems that social relations
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in childhood do tend to deemphasize experience which might heighten

sensitivities to social relations, both interpersonal and interaction.

Nos,the most freguent response to the quesion, "What did you think

about girls at that age?” ‘was, "Not much." Now, this is a sort

of ambiguous meaning here, and I think it was meant in bothsenses.'Forexample"Ididn'tlikegirls.”Or"1feltawkward,andI was scared of girls." And "They're kind of frightening, :1

never knew how to act around them." Or "They played games that

were dull. We were doing interesting stuff, and we didn't want

to De held back by having girls around.”

Questioner: Sally, did you ask them what they thought about boys

at that age, too?

gre up’
Hacker; No. Their pesky gusstionis=That follows, "What did you
do? Who did vou play with?" Sealcod exception, the male

peer group -- one exception, one fol lovi hairdd a

girl friend who played football -- without exception they all

had an all-male peer group. Snerifiodmsmtiter

were sisters in the family. Buwts—mnow,thatwould-have—beem;—the

sort—eofprobIAgquestion,youknow, "What were your attitudes
howe.

towards boys?" It never occured to me. But We A five to go}

we'll try wr Sand see what happens. 1'd say most

of the leisure which was extremely pleasurable in childhood was

craft-related or technically-related. Spr Pn there's

a cognitive~technical, puzzle solving, problem solving, being

able boge SOT problems that other people couldn't.

{ Theyre Extremes. extremely competitive people. Cogley,ft was really
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fun tol thie becausell could do it better than anybody else. It's

funito do this because 1 couldn't play sports. My impression

is that 4 fairly high proportion of people who felt they were

too Cher , too little, and not physically, yor=skow, p:," with

things. Voi—terow , a wereh't jocks, in other words. A few

people had skills in |ouf deor acbuities|. ST a healthy
delight in things technical, but without the counterbalance of

some attention, again®9social structure. Social sciences are
cL couple o£

held in the greatest disdain. I have heard A= social

science jokes; like, "Scientists and engineers stand on the

shoulders of glants, and social scientists stand on their

faces." “And it goes on: "Social

science's I and you have to work with

people, and people aren't clean, and neat, and orderly, and

they don't stay in one category.” # 7o 70 oh,
imto—nasane, "What do you think sbott 1e Toiudaias tendency

of engineers to go into management?" And the shift,

it's like there's 'no perception at all.: "Well, "fine. IZngineers

will be great managers. I mean, they know all about people, and --"

laughter] 80 this is that to seme extent research into the

mind of man at MIT from a feminist point of view. 4wd I think

it's about time thet —5 98 into research into the mind of
or TT.

woman, yeom=lemew., from a masculine point of view. It's sort of

like Freud saying what the world is if women won. Well, maybe

we can find out what the world is if commen anknen LH won)

Questioner: What's the difference between the engineers and those

do
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people in humanities?

Backer: These are fairly different. Aw I think: they'll parallel.

Y-talked with Ben Snyder.

) aw
Questioner: Oh, you mean these———=ethis——What you just said you

don't find among the people in humanities?

Hacker: Not to the same extent. But I think -——&amp;thigk—=
 Ty ;

that attitudes towards women, T—&amp;EF@m®, are going to be -- -

FEE, again it is hard to, when based on impressions. --

I think there're going to be some similarities in attitudes towards

women. They seem £00 94. But—seoeial—retarionships=--

uring
Questitoner: Are you going to be doing the same thing at other

places? Because it seems to me MIT maybe --

Hacker: Love to.

Tiina, v .
Questiomer: Yes, it may not

be possible to generalize to those fields from an MIT population.

Hacker: Bight. Now, one 'teason for doing it .at MIT is thar it's

significant that MIT has in the creation and transmission of the

culture of engineering to some extent -- I've talked with people

at a couple of other colleges. I don't know. My next job is

to. De waiting tables at Legal Seafood [laughter]. I'm part of,

thatFeaknow, the middle of the M curve [laughs] at this

point.

Questioner: Are you doing the interviewing, or are you bry stherpecple’
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Hacker: There's six interviewers; three men, three women, ranging

from totally anti-feminist fo STrongfy grreemnid, arr——
Questioner: What kind of difference are you getting in terms

of the answers?

Hacker: People have been, I think ~-- One fellow who holds very

rigid notions about women, now a fairly young fellow, gets, to

some extent, more hostile responses. Two of the women have been

proposicioned, ~ yowwmaw, but that doesn't happen to men. Nom

Civennily people are delighted to talk about their work. And it

1s delightful, really, to hear people do a bit of what they're

doing, and talk about what they're doing. They're a pleasure.
YeTs“Bm,Te question about sex We very little in the way of response.

A one instance, where a guy couldn't get a tape recorder

on time, so he had this very long, very free-flowing interview,

and there was a lot of data for £L Sunes oi Sou think

the tape recodded BR Ls some extent, 3¢Sperates against getting
vich data in an. area ihat's very’ yews,personal.

+h e
Questioner: Where are you going to publish Nal results of your

study?

Hacker: I've thought about different places. THlemy I'd like

to do one in something like Parents magazine about the importance

of not segregating activities by sex. Boston,Lt you tek really

limiting kids’ of that age. ifuyou'reigoing to start that early,
girls and with bss Co

say with two—vear—etd—beows’ -- Na+ ['d like to do some writing

about dualism -- yeox==lewew, the mind-body, male-female, intellect-

emotions, sort of thing, for the feminist press. And something for
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professional literature in engineering about the lack of attention

and concern -- lack of egalitarian approach to social structure,

becowme—part—ofpeoptets-—professionalpeople's
: ino]

ShrerEsTw? Shader Evelyn Murvay — [ ental?
. y : TIQuestioneri—Well;—keep—us—posted;—when—vyou—think—it'lsmoreclear.

- iFool |
Murray? My interests and activities are somewhat different, but

they fit in very well with those of you who are here.

Recausewhat—=- I'm a member of the Society of Women Ingluedns; (SGT

I'm going to be a section representative of the Boston Section.

ded I'm going to be on the executive national central committee

next year. But it's a.national organization, because we're

primarily /an authority of MIT to establish committees representative
Fil . P « « ; kl

(&amp; ghguneery lin Ais Geogra phat area |
wo ertTEesetSabianhteTE —ir

professiomalSociety,the people she works withsother women,

TaoaineSWE! ir
engineers—andShewasselectedtast—year. TFe——== IFS a

professional American organization of € hgmeers for
membership. It goes along the lines of other technical societies,

whichhavefewer-membexrs-_than

We have twenty-one sections across the United States in various

cities and also members-at-large, and how to get even more than

two people together of women ic bec - "We hope that this willThere ane
change. 4nd about sixty-two sections. This is blossoming. This

rr pis: we Rel very
is our gyeu—kanew, peak and seu few gedings good about it. Two-thirds

of our members are students. Total membership awewsd about four
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thousand. amdhis has doubled in the last year. You know, really

fabulous. Analide spend a lot of time working with women at the

high school, college, and during their working lives, being:-ascza

vesouhue. Taine: the Society of Women Engineers does is not to

replace the technical societies that all technical-professional

people belong to, but it is a support to whatever they're doing. )

Ard—frmight—betalking——ThavegoneTotalks I've have talked
York

to high schools around New. / , I find this i ~F—haveSo we an ten AL,
rerreePhalle diielly send ST s-evemreeen— certain | *

Ss IN +
Pelifectue pn ontinsoring, Zo talk to the. lab class, for example. Ast

“khen we'll talk about what an engineer does, why it is that he uses

Te,
wee mathematics, what——

Questioner:—
es 2; We

Murray=Lenthati: + —And-yoeu find

this. is very productiveq and Shon, of course, being women
— ; all

engineers, we—=——FtTy—to_get,andWe/try to get hold of and

talk to the women in the class, and saying, "Have you thought
—

of doing engineering?" anabils have. a lot. of brochures, and so on,

— o o °

that we use Xi 8tch as this one, which is: rather neat,
7 : ’ ;

profiles of with pictures
Whidhotspr/éiihaswomen in engineering, and it's short qopy / .

dadIt's ( One &lt;f udeid aspect [5S
"/: been very interesting “TY women. Amd—that—="-Wellthat's

asks—us—
—it7" Ff—ea—student/ to help in any time whenever formal

Sr TN
inspection requires providing resource people, and so on.

read women
We hope that the Women's Section at MIT will ksew the / students

who are interested in SWE, witt—set—
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witt—be—&lt;chartered;—and— —3In the

third stage of the person's career ig really the hardest, to

refer to your M curve. This is, I think, 9 where SWE really
AN

~s——becomes more, alternatesystem,
—— ——fthHemare working

because some of where they are the only woman

professional. sad By going to a meeting and meeting other

women who have the same problems, you are able to say, "Oh“ ~ 0A — is0pry Doss Ad Hus AL ay out that, you—knew, this has
happened; what do you do about it? ‘Career choices, career

guidance. Talking about course work, continuing, going: back

into working. "As you all appréciate, the hardest thing is

if you're out of work, is to.get you 'back on) Sid you

really need  support.,and encouragement as being able to Say,

"Look, I didi it. iknow the picture.’ Sure, in's heidl.,

but: you can do it because I did it. -Apéd—fuwst—— So it's

really a supporting, educational society trying to continue

keeping women who mé&amp;e a choice of going into engineering.

But more importantly, getting through to youngsters that od
ult. Be. Conger ne /)

engineering can be a people's Sitdens qatdemmnrrne.

Fftnterested—in—what——Youknow, Ls
questioner: / (ghat you say is very alt Jp T, Arenansey I'veherreor—steoeries
read it on a lot on the loaniapplications, telling her-stories

ebout horror SHO 4g ComeeER hy Womep . ;

{ Persil
Murray—tenthraTts "But one of the things we are getting wepset—

flu_the new women

abeut—amd very pleased about vis “A: scoming rinto efigineeringe#®
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fhey're very bright; they're very strong people that we think

will make excellent engineers; they'lllbe very professional

about their work. J we are getting pressure from the

glituation of the male Clrgneer and Heir,ribs,—knoWeareknown.asofthissummer.Uehavebee,€ a nk OUr
asfed to che the by-laws te—ehange—our-

membership to admit men. We've been forced into this by
floating |

the university, through which 7 Title IX Says --ay-

that student's chaplers may not meet all the students’ needs

Proper
; 1 €wd [Mow we've got No he Lo SC holanshps awl

we've given 'out: fifteen to iwenty scholarships; this is money

provided by industry.to support {omen € Jheers . itt it de

got a lot of people who have por vidos Fa AS. dle, Bes

pod il
pay three hundred X dollars a year to support us in our

activities. Amd—tits—ts—our———we-have—to—because—it's

Gerpdiad stir te,
; : 42 cleo/ovs bk.So we have this Problem st having eee Sc lo ty

MNoney Lo Wl € snd CQ) dh € A,

f Hs» in the high schools we have a merit certificate progrm
HH, yr ]which the women who have gone to high schools organize €i1r 0 N

+ pee —_ 2=d saying,Sec [MS and ffrrerir we invite them to the school, /

"We would like you to present ceriificates of merit to those

women who show promises in math and physics.” This is just purely

to encourage money and &amp;hedx geholneshing./ |N ( maythey'reontheright—the—track-going—in.Youknow,theywfneed
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Relp—to—————

[BEGIN TAPE ONE, SIDE TWO]

they_made—need—hEiphelpfo8072School,+XThey need encomragemed os
J HA ne Tenebut were g eth rg

So we've had a long way to 80, A Thank you very much.
Shenk! Chris Dall,
Dall: TI don't really know how many of you know hZwmmeeh about

He ALlm ely ra ling
od wc cation?

The original idea for doing a kind of career expectation film

{4
came from Millie Dresselhaus a couple of years ago. She said

a film would be a good way of getting high school women

interested in engineering, Perhaps it's difficult

for them jh Cogthe dy . 50 she went to The Center for Advanced
Cte eS ion Working, and asked them what the

possibilities of doing such a film were. That's where they have

all the video shows for MIT. And hey wanted us tunedihtetve TT. 27
said, "Yes," not getting 4any film equipment or any film

petuoinat But hey weil old and Aired myse /€
dnd NL Sallo fay, ancl we made - eho ot QQ
Seer ogo |

ql nen we finished that film, the.Sloan School started +5 Ve active
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sacony In his regard and waded alu on
Women in na naseimend

So we got some money from them, and we got some major funding

to emeelsze A raly Pe that film. We just finished it X
£inished—it last March. ili probably going to have one

showing this Summer for MIT chede its and STa€ and another
showing this Pall.a | So those are the two films

we 've sone. Llvriae we're hoping to do now is to develop Al ore
3

Ls son Women, A
shecitlecily on cover areas Ai-Clerent +d 1le Fra dy fromal
engineering and management careers. Some of the career areas

that we're thinking about doing films on are women in

FovS Ianiipteat science, architecture and utbaniplanning,
coonontes 2 Leaky arts. +hatl was what we had tioeght 5

Nn these
Ji There are a number of different objectives in Raking filo,

I think the primary one is simply to present to young women

who are just beginning to think about what they mn ighT be Aoing I
fheiv working life that's stretching out ahead of them, CAE

opportunities they may never have thought about. simply because

they are women, dnd they Hogg ul jobs Iur men only.
Ard——mmaybeideaAndhopethatTheyil—

go—out—andtheyt+—fottowwhattheyrind

{ We're also trying to present role models. One of

the problems that a lot of young women have is that there is

simply aot of role models for wllom 20 to to vais andKK tu,

ailioize thinking tHat if you can't actually present them in

flesh and blood role models, watching a film they can see these

women interacting with their colleagues on the job. What they're
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Heir
doing. They can hear them talking about het, problens are; what

some of the good things are; how they manage their home and their

work life. , And-sowe'lre—tryingto

tase Ae we decided, way back at the beginning, to start

making some 4 | mes (kick stlpillsToveUeny
jportand xi . Thaet—thereare3alotof personal

and social issues, thar-hadsturhendénlbiiiiih

thefactualissues
evea_begin _———to—Pbe—euriousabout—+ . I'm sure

you're all aware of what some of those issues are. Ideas like,

"Women do not have and never will be able to develop skills

or the kind of logical thinking it takes to be an engineer."

"Women don't have the personal characteristics, like being

aggressive or Co mph hve, rt Xan the women here

Are hon- Syren fe (One of the things # W*© Fried
PITT UNO IL 1 Sc LCTnRESl

pected bya peer. Fearoffavingtomakedecisions—in-a

eareeninsretaran]relSot,
So what we're trying to do is some kind of good

balance between dealing with these issues and presenting factual

information on a careere th. far as the current status

is concerned, mew. tue just finished the management film, so

we haven't really gotten into anything else Fight HOW, We've
been distributing the engineering film because

the distribution office has 12l. done +s to an extent.

Unfortunately, they are not really set-up to distribute this kind

of material. They are sSét up to distribute highly technical
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videotapessdealingwiththe

Tefilms are kind of being lumped at the back of gepl prinWig ™ / EC e i ry edfret pnd So fe Gms have hot,beenwidelyobisiiibaTe‘effort"_
\

[laughter].

Questioner:Goodforlyeur——

fioQuestioner:

Questioner:+—What—aboutthe—engineeringstudents?Engineers don't

get

Quegtioner: remedy

Quegtioner: Yes. Some bf them shouldn't

Questioner: Iknow. —Just- —— havingthem-done.

Quegtioner: Some of thdqse shows weren't taken on because they
word not part of the prodess of making the film, and so they

havén't approved it. And! they would only lie to put on the

tub¢ that they were dovering the Quebiioner;Butas.-couple.al...Tttke
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QuestiemerRight.

D ALL
Questionmer: Well, we haven't even had publicity in the local

ress. N

rs:

eca i i bs

postion And I have a lot of experience with
| :

{ -\r
Ballziion One other thing we have done to try and help the

1 . ' i

situation is to AO Aistribats om ourselves

lest—week—to—distributethefilm

imconjunction otSentrstebr-nnt-trivrwT

. Andthey'regoingtobedistributingthemte—highSchools,collegés,specialwomen's{ ( .groups ——~Also,\dn the management film, at
we are

Hee / eset Time planning’ sme massive publicity and |
+L OL + : / /distribution apeou wil Ed &lt; COL / Cue i lad)

already a hundred requests. They're distributing for free, which

helps a lot.

Q i 2 ey 're doing it through their own organization?

0 1 toi :

- le WL
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Questioner: Oh, so it's actually to the schools?

Dall: Right. \And—they'vealsomadearrangements—witha numbexr

of—edueation ——bO Tun that. So that's

commis ——Sothat'sdifficult.) As to whether

Or not ve get to do anymore films, of course depends on who

/.5 going to fund Yt. That's difficult for us.

~——So—welre—mow—— One of our problems is that the films

are getting more, and more, and more expensive. It's running

tAto around sixty thousand. dollars. a film. snaleverione we talk

to thinks, RL just a really great idea," because

they think it's time we have something like that. aad fren when

they got to thei sixty thousand dollar figure on that, they

can't remember why they thought it was such a great idea. So

we're going to keep trying. anal rie hoping to get some funding.

Questioner: Did you know some of the ILO companies, if you ad Could

 SL Gt pallTetesperfinipryingl, migHt Mie en people J)

TT i

Guestioner—ATdH—this— Ja a pool of funds.

Questioner: Yes, right.

Dall: cWell, If any of vou have goocl |deas , be sure and tell us.

Questioner: 1’d like to just say one thing. I don't know whether

everybody in the room has seen the women in engineering film, 3

botIThaven'tseenthe—wemen—inmmamagelentome—- Bot I think it's

extraordinarys thewemen—imengineeringfilm.And— [hns
bub fF Is re

described it, bwt-Ildon'tt—think—she———Ftls very difficult to say
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in words the kind of feeling you get from watching it, which is

that those are real people who are really telling you the important

things about their lives. tne You see one woman engineer interacting
with her kids and her husband, and she goes off to a meeting, and

2m TTT,

the husband takes care of the kids. &lt;md—thtsts—= It's a very

real kind of thing. It's a very human kind of thing. ¥eu—lemows

I thought, "Oh, itlsfalfilm about women and careers. ‘Another one
FY

of those things." But this realtiy—=TIt's really an extraordinary
rh,

film. ardfe should be used much more, even within MIT, I think.

Questioner: Is Dresselhaus on this ile© 8-8-patl.0f

+the—£ilm?—

Answer: No, she wasn't.

Qulestioner:

Questioner: Somethidg else hits me.

Qujestioner:

[laughter].

Qulestioner: at\ times.

Qudstioner: and some slide shows, and things
This people have put together in an amateur sort of way. And they
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atways———and-good: Youput It ¥o == there's a certainf@shion.,

_Butit's realandhuman, that's—tiething

Dall:—F ———our£{im?&gt;[laughs].

Questioper: But it's impdrtant that it doesn't. You can go in

and take hold of it becauge it doesn't ~= C1 goeé through

thegbroles——andmakesTESpoTAE=" : TT

Questioner: 31s the published material: that goes with it

available?

Dall: Yes. Through CAES, What they're doing
eT ‘ oo ie .

now is theylre—semdingoUtome==as5Iunderstand— they're
teacher's guide student's guide

sending out one / , ‘and one / and so on.

Questioner: Because it seems to me is what it really does to

those people who might not know very muel about engineering is

to sort of plant some seeds and gel people Thirdly amie
people—thinkinmgs And I think it needs to be followed up. It

-_ -~

needs a the whole lot of, yeu—know;,” what comes next? Amd
‘ :

7] Hien
i Threten’t a whole/Tot of tacrus) 1

/ /
connection wi that. oo ud

Questioner: Awd I think in some young women who've seen it that

I've talked with, it kind of stirs some,things that

they don't know how to deal with. &lt;-mesan, ney gort of think,

"Well, that may happen to anybody," or, "1 don't want to be singled
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out like thar," or, YI don't want that kind of a lifes

KX bad 2 1. think 1it'sttrue Fat They really
¥ow—meyr need to discuss 107Za ann about it,

Amd I. think their image of what they would like to be as an engineer

is very different from what AA a cfral Cugrases /s /i Ke.
That may be good or bad, but they.need to +e [A 715 over eoith Somme,

“ah, oD
But other than-——Yeu-knew, I think the film is good equipment in

any profession.Qu © stionerAnumberofpeoplehavesaidthatlIthink-Ilainoquite will ngtoaccept—ity but--

Questioney: I donttitthinkl the management one |does it. And, y olu

know, 1 think that's strictly in the style of

management, where

EI, Just want to follow what vou said, Stephanie,

about it being used more at MIT. vietEe reason ‘for that is

1 think there's ‘a’ real possibility that. there may not be any

more women's films, if nothing happens because of funding.in

the next three months, even. £2 1 think it's/a real shame)

Seu—emow.[if this whole unit disappears, and He Gi lms erp
&lt; 3 Andifthere is more support within the community

here, in terms of use, and awareness of this tool that we're

producing, that might validate us doing ite yeu—know, fever Or even

getting interim support to keep the unit surviving until we get

the money for the next film.

Questioner: Can an internal group use it without cost?

Answer: VY.‘aa
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QuestomerT— tseTtheT1i1in?

Questioner:Usethefilm?—6h;—sure—

Questioner: 1 didn't hear your whole list. I was just curious:

pid you include doctors, the medical profession {

WOhAL
Quesiioner: 1 would like to see novesdoctors, I've come to the point

where I'm tired of going to male doctors. I know it's not

specific to MIT, Pet

A Jhese Li lmsQuestioner: That is one the rationales for MIT £&amp;e using -—thanso

h oe Tr. .Whether ,-youknow, we have that expertise, or knowledge, on the

campus that we can use.

Ferriero .
Questioner: But if it doesn't stand, I personally resent ity

whend non also, when you're finished with the women, —=—and—t-—dont——-

youknow,F—thinkyeu—havent—finishedwiththe—women'sfield
FeYou—=be=

entirely--imight be interesting to do the reverse, and talk

about men in typically female roles.

Questioner: Yes.
Questioner: How will they know when they're finished with women?

Zerrieror
Amswer: Well, I know. [Laughter].

Questianer:Whatare—youdodngtodowiththat?Forgetmen
ki J - Te

Ferrier . .
Answer: -iI—denmlt—want—to=-— = See, I'm afraid that once you. do

that, the women's films will get sluffed off, yew—lemow,.—--Pick
Ba + wordd be nie +H tbave Lims of
ep—with—theother,wnichThrewmight—be—=="happenmr—But—you—know,

men 28 nurses or librarians-&gt;€ oF Secie farce s,
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QUestioner+—Seeretaries.

BPalli+—Y¥esy;—secretaries,

Flatt £Questiomer: I have a question about funding. Everyone's saying ow

hard it 1s to get funding, and I know this is a bad economic year

for funding. Does anybody know how women's grant proposals are

doing, or women's projects are doing din.comparison with general

projects? Do you know, Mary?

Rowe: Well, I'm thinking of Washington for the moment, of big

sources like NSF and NIHg amd™— eT NY 3 have
A | mmr

organizedbead of ‘hardy women have been looking atA

those groups for some time now. +knew—theyr—put—— —that

tremendous amount 0
NIH came up with:a trendoUSone y fg men” They just gave a whole

bunch of things to Men only. 1've heard under ‘the table that the

reason they did it was that somebody had forced them to-:sendi out
Q = Oral

the proposals for review under anonymous codes, fbverd—that—the-
done—that ~- /

womenhadsomething/ youkaew. Whether that's just somebody's

wonderful story, or whether it's true, I have no idea. But there
whots—mame—is- ,

jis a woman on campus, /urjhrcl Macliazwho's really concerned about the .(ooking 14T0
possibility of ‘difficulty in NSF funding for Women a nd has en Gears

Hs on six years. aes are large groups of people in Washington tho have,
—

, For—imstamce;a—weltd-~known—phypsician;—has looked at funding

for women in science -- always active in the review process: Who

is involved? How, when, where? Can we get reviews done anonymously?

That sort of thing. ssalines groups have looked at funding for

women in social sciences; looked at the whole process of peer

review. Sasfonsraons numbers of changes have been made this year
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in how the processes are working. My impression is that the total

amount of funds available has dropped by a factor of, say, one,

you—lenow, to about fifty percent of what it used to be, say, ten

years ago. But that the proportion going to women has risen, “you

~know;~bike——=_1'nmakingupthese—figures—forwomen— five

to ten percent, or something like that.

~~

Questioner: How would you disguise a resume? Because usually you

eubnhitc a vesun®with all those proposals.

Rowe: Well, there have been experiments, both with respect to
TR '

proposals and with respect to. journal articles.initaking
' : » ' 2 il Wifi

out a big lump. of things that identifyy.Aust as, -you—know, people

with—Rand———Tprofects leave out the obvious identifying material.

Now, in a way, it's unfair, because MX the well-known figures tendo
0 -

po—tell—-temd—to— +they—can turn in shorter project proposals.
They are

prIn fact they're so good, that people understand that going to
7

give them a little more money. But whereas little-known upstart

minorities and women could not have worked hard on their proposals,
- )

it's fairly difficult. T'don't know exactly. JScmsan; 1 really don't
discrimi nates achive, DIN A

know if it's a I know that my profession and many othersA ££)
(

have done it for journal articles, producing a great a change /4
. J

UrepublibstCondmtn wWh Teh articles are published in journals.

peellost people think that the difference for minorities and women
“nro;

is an artifact by institution; dit matters more to take off an

institutional name than it does to take off ‘a person's name. And

he this just potentiallyhelps minorities and women because the
Lip
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better-known the institution the fewer the minorities or women.
just

In any case,/a lot is being done on the process. 4m I think

it's hard to demonstrate that there's been any absolute effect

over ten years, because of the total drop in funding. But I think

that there has been a proportional effect that we will féel even
two or three yearses

more strongly. in the next ! flatf One of the other aspects of that,
i tor fe

of course, is that many women don't know the ways to #ake proposals
make==them .

sn-d—- — sod that information isn't so readily available;

it seems to be an in-~secret.in most cases.

Questioner: That's true.—luportantto..._Stjoner: pee why it's~/work for money~-f"WoT nd
then write 3 proposal [1afhghter]. And that'p what most peopl
 don'tknow. Sli

Questioner: Weld;—ehatls—-1 think may be becoming somewhat less
. . frYu : :

true in this market, because T—think— my impression is that when

you talk to foundations, &amp;het they're more and more concerned.
LT TT

And I've, -you—know, talked to some people who are very well—

connected, including males, who,.you=lenow, are finding that thatls-

just like everybody else once the money gets tight, the foundations
or

are, voukmaw, feeling much more strongly towards what their

own objective is.

Questioner:’ ‘But that's just the point.

Questioner: Yes.

SlivenyQuestiomer: But in the sense of sharing the knowledge by people — ~

yl
AE
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a
whe—==—Are you referring to on-campus here?

APhtt £ &gt;
dmswer: ¥fm—==On any level. Any. level that you can start in,

Questiawer: This isn't the level to start in. %=mesn, I don't

gapingthink there's a lot of people who know. that if ‘you're  visdassimeg 1

4 proposal to some organization, that yeu—inciude=m certain

things are expected to be included. ArdLf they're not there,

then they're not going to look at, ¥ou-need—aot-so—totally

Saflowy I
i : Well, one of the things that might—==—or could happen 3

is more sharing, when we could begin right here, ¥ouo—Know, in

terms of those of us who have taught.ourselves or know how to

write a proposal, anhd:what we've done. 4
. : o| veyed,Koonin TH is dawn and oie host lileely Yo get ( 4

Qrestidme®r:: Gere—that—is—dewmr—Hord—-Questiomer:Thatyou'remostlikelytoBetTeTectedr—the
Questioner: Well, we could develop / format that works , and then

Alot of peoplejgetting
submitting it in our place to beging ewem: / ideas who " don't know

how to begin to write a proposal.
Jig : StFlatt J ot of pete don't even Know whet,

Ruestioner: dvery fordistinmg=—of- foundations

Are in Boston area.

ICwn ma i} i
Questioner: No. The only reason I objert—is—==—vow—tkmow, sound EE

+ hat WM,like I'm objecting 2% is I don't think there's magic. _J—mean, Ilmbst
. Tn . 1

proposals get rejected.” ¥%ouw&lt;lwmow,-and 1 think that you don't want
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to build up people's expectations to think that there's a recipe

for success. And;—youknow;thatthereareany--Andy—you—know,—
; b

T get a little disturbed:ABecouse I went to one meeting on

proposal writing, for example, and I think everybody came away wiost

~fee [irS, youtenow—snd Fre thing that was never told to people was what

the rate of rejection of proposals “es, even for major organizations.Qiestiomer:+—Yes,—but  youhave@certainnumberofstars,toeven tn

Wok ha {
Questioners— Ohy—it's—+true.~But,youknow-==&lt;nd I think there

are realistic ways to do it, and I'm just arguing.,-you—koows
“ol Gre de n £0 -

for realism about what Slant J il is no _f£imaEEk [fo yb
road to success.

Questioner: Was this a proposal meeting at MIT?

1 iivied
answer: No.

Q i : special request. —Iavetoleaveearly,d—fromPat._Questionert+—YegzPat
[14ughter}. ~ |

i: Pt Gurvizsm,
Garrison: Weldl;— IT'ITsaya—3titttebit. I'd just

1ike to commend you all for what you're involved in. 1 look

at all these activities as falling under the umbrella of

affirmative action. ®Se=itls—— — — oroWe——

L..!
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T wis 1 fa IK a hoe
what we're trying to do in that area, as well as deal with some of

the legal problems in terms of the kind of things that we
Problems,

thought of as the women's Sf 1'd just like to footnote, in terms

of commenting on everybody's proposals in terms of content: and
stansesion Jo vuthy that one. of the things that 1 continue to

recognize as 1 go around to other colleges and talk with some of

the Black women and filling quotas, esd—just—leeoking;—and-that

is the absence of the minority woman FiguresAnffrecistotact:

thimg—that—ends—up——todowithwomeningeneral. Over

and over again, we're beginning to be more vocal about the—actioms

+he
of——==0T role of minority women, particularly in e—be—din-—

projects and activities that deal primarily with the kind af work

that you're datntifuiinin our own institution, we probably have

: / 1] ; /
recognized to a very Fa gre ty [laughter], minus zero.

So that there is a problem!in terms of our representation of

Black women in particularron this campus. Understand there
empl o gel

are only seven Black women currently ea vw.out lof 'a total

number of five hundred. dal our faculty of a thousand, there's

only one Black woman faculty member. So there is a great need

for us to begin to talk about the absence of these womenX with

respect to employment, promotiony with respect to activities

in general. I'm going to talk about special projects that are

pony
being held up that are not ‘sensitive te ~- are noi being

conscious of some of the things that are happening to minority

women that are not happening to women in general. I don't mean

to play that up to the extent that I'm trying to expect

A separate approach to dealing with ithe problem. What’'1'm trying
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to suggest is that we talk about a lack of different input in

terms of meeting our reetnlike Ee Re Phot of on tenEtad,

y 170 T HisTaTrivrou;SORECorryETia,+4-

te I think that there are al number of women herd

| begin to try tlo pick things that of racism

land sexism, both, ig terms of some df the things that happen to

) in ohr In. areas [of

» Barbara Wyatt have both been very. much involved in trying to

develop case studies and skits describing some of the racist-sexist

things that are happening to minority women on the MIT campus.

So, to that extent, I think that we need to be more conscious

of some of the things that are happening around us, and begin

to focus on them as a separate group of people, while we focus

on the total project of promoting activities and projects to deal
with women as a condyle gecond thing that 1'd like to

mention is the fact that the Equal Opportunities Committee this

past Fall has been working very hard on generating a booklet on

talking about the exciting careers in science and engineering

which they tend to discriminate within high schools to minority

women as students. ena
wil th , who ig the Shatvuad of

which adopted thle proposal 3 I don't what -- where wa, is at\

this ti — BE 2m ess. mm sane

Questioner:

Howlong -age—did—you—come—forth with thisproposal?

lh
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Q Ni fg pny hi : : 1 tatoooder: Islbswight?2 ew? trenTd07BAYminorityvwomenr—in—ic..

Quesftioner Well, a lot's being done -- do aboul it.

knew about it, probably this Spring.
. i — : . : \ ; 7Buttehe—impdr—ts— veryhigh—itnrtryingtodevelop—this—idea.

$f!
Garrisomrr In terms of my own involvement, there are a number of

projects going om around MIT that deal with ,

affirmative action. We'reapparently operating under five, six,

seven different regulations which have affirmative action

implications. One 1s coming out Of Federal ttn [huss]

with—respect—te— eema Wh ch you're probably all

aware of. Another is Section 203, the—-——————Neotation-Aet—-

of19743, that deals with employment of the handicapped. Another

one is the Affirmative Plan for Disabled Veterans and Veterans of

2rathe Vietnam War Bs#%. Another is Title V1.KAnd—thev—fimmallivr-"Ls
r Ta

often has
Friveaels been generated to deal with the Internal Revenue

Services, and that is to deal with MIT taxes and status with

respect to whether or not all of the minorities and women here

fl SOhave been quoted as herecs , 3 we're into a pyramid

of affirmative action. I have some concern about that. Twomey

+mTtorallpeopleWho--to give themSUppoTt. ters is

That—— to Begin to separate our interests; yeu=know, what should be
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given attention today, what should be given attention tomorrow
kind of clouds the issue. Smetoresmie lo thing is not

complete before another thing happens. and |his is sort of

like a national move at this time, I believe. SonkrawLtd

move from affirmative action to affirmative maintenance.,, efrrd—

thaels,youknow=—Jhat's a design that's:cfor:the maintaining of

the status quo ¥ouo—kmow, maintain the accomplishments that

we've made over the last few years and hoping that with the

kind of budget that things don't change so drastically that

we simply end up where we started out in the beginning. Awd

I think that that's probably one of our biggest concerns at

this time, 4+trying to maintain a certain level of progresse
Ne—etait nealeben a] of the

things that 1 mentioned, the area that 1'm spending the most

time on at this pariicular point 1s the Title 1X analysis.

For those of you. don't knowvithat Title IX is, it?s another

heq ulation —_—government i whichiostates that MIT; as an

educational institution who receives the benefits from Federal

financial assistance, must do an evaluation to make certain

that they're doing all that they can for women who are employed

here and who are students here. So, therefore, we have to

do a Title 1X evaluaiion by analyzing all of our current policies,

practices, and procedures. In addition to employment, financial

aid, and benefits -- yet#s—know, you name it, and we have to look

at it. Right now, 1'm about to prepare an evaluation --.a

department evaluation form that will go down to each depart med
here, asKing Fhe a

X 7 &gt;
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questions about some of the things that are covered under Title IX,

as well as questions covering the progress that has been made in the

arvealof affirmative action. They will include questions about

promotions of women in the organization in reliom to BirI

of the past year; questions about graduate students and undergraduate

students who pay tuition and financial aid. And fit's essentially

all of the things that we want to know answers to in the way of

monitoring affirmative action activities would be a part of this

evaluation form. frase month I submitted to a women's advisory

group a memorandum which basically describes the process that

we're planning to take in women's reviews, as well as interpreting
+o areas &amp;t 1/7,

the Title IX regulation and how it applies veries—Qgt—MFEF—
givinElaine has been very helpful in heal information to me

about some of the areas of concern to women. And-maybeshe

StepFPriorsigieiet ese

are all kinds of things that are coming up. Right now, there

are a lot of things being discussed in the way of hiring.

HEW's coming to MIT for an on-sight review. They:will be here

next week, and they will be spending two days with us, to

look at our policies = Fhe year, and to raise questions about

promotions, and lack of promotions, and.salary gut f ine and
wep”

those kinds of things. So there will be af [in-depth analysis

of effects by women. They've indicated to us ¢hetwWteETEStT

the AFeas that ford are iierested Re this time. sre, Plonaninne;
everything will come out all right. [laughter].

Questioner: What kind of time span do they look at?
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You know, for instance, would they be looking at right now;

for instance, let's say, last June.

Garrison: They'll probably look at acthree year period.

We establish goals on three-year spaces. I'm assuming that

they're interested in what kind of progress we've made from

the time we indicated we were going to do something until

now.

7)owe
Questiomer: We establish goals on enrollment per year.

reson Yes.
Geswiseon:/ But one of the things that occured to me -- I think

fFime
the last that we looked at Zag rhing seisS-rthatayet-imows—

the minorities take a lot of time, but there's notinterinm correction,
about patilr feo

In other words, we look at what it was/a year ago, amd what it

is right now.

Qwestiomers— Ko we ;
Lot

Are you asking whether er data is brought up to date?

Puesds oven
Sarrisemr:Yes. In other words, do we present the current data, or

do we present it as of last June?

Questioneri—ioumean,—+to-—whe?Theml

Garrison: ¥=s=~ We present something to Give tn riper

an indicA- tion of where we were and where we are. In order to

. - : :

do that, it has to be, ¥ew—tmow, a look at least the past two

veo1 LCS .
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Questioner:

Qdestioner:

It would be, yes

Garrison: Yes.

| . ?

Hugs hioner; I wold like to quote about the
name.

Questioner: What do you mean to communicate, "hope that everything
\

will\comeallright"?{laughter— i

Garrison:) Wetlt;—formey—that'saverypositivething—[laughter}—
wed, fet me explain that. On the one hand, I think we're talking

emplo we are.
about whether or not we e= hosay we were going to, een Okay?

amc[that's what 1 was employed here to ido, to make certain that

you ‘do what you say we're going to do.|1wouldliketobelievethat we're making attempts to do what we say we were going to

do.

Questioner: But vou don’t have totaliucontrol over that. So if

it's not happening, it's not totallynyour fault.

Garrison: And frosts what 1 was going to say, "on the other

hand" [laughter]. Buts—yeu—kmow, I think that what we're going

Eo try to present to them will be information that wéuld indicate

that we are serious about the things that we said we were going

Lodto do ‘in our plans. A864 will attempt to describe the activities
ail a ~N

that are helping us to get to=———ex—get at what we say we're going
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to do. At the same time, we recognize that there are some things

that are not being done. I will not suggest that we have scheduled

other things that we we're going to prevent from happening. I

say,
think we will, "There are some areas that we are giving more

attention, and these are the the areas." Okay? awd Leave = The res?

up to hindi
upnetplanning—te—tookat—asitisbeenand—that's—whatL'a

CATrr, ATed going to present what“they

ask for, yes. AndJif there are questions that they pose that

may suggest that we haven't done all that we could do, -you=knew,

then we'll have to acknowledge that; let us begin with it.

goa at the same time, I recognize there is more to be done.

There are a number of things that occurred to us this past

year, like the grievance procedure, for example. el is one

policy that we've been looking at over, and over, and over again.
vedee, not come up with an idea +0 be WW yer. There's

been a committee of people who have devoted I don't know how

many hours to thinking through the process, and,Seo—FKmow,—

whether or not a need for change, and is it working or is it

not working? Why isn't it working? What would be some |
indicators that would suggest that it's not working? ail,

not been able to really come up with those indicators. Youo—kmows—

5S. there are a lot of things that one has to look imto—reatly fo,

7p begin to come up with an assumption about whether or not we've

done what we say we want to do, ho! give some consideration to

the things that we've attempted to do.
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Hacker er ms past
Questiomer: Basically,.youknow, IT Ia think about what's

happened in history, and your remarks about the special role

of minority women.In the telephone company, for example, the

{ Have Oh a
goals 0 affirmative action ras beensteady decline in+he

the proportion of women working anywhere in telephone company e kFargely

gw the organization-automation, that the decline is four times

as great among Black women as it is among all women.

~Questijonert—See;thatcamtellaWhote—Llof)

Questjioner: You know, on the one and, you got the white male

input into organizing business and industry; on the oxher end,

we'rp getting, you knoy, the shaft -- ayxen't represented,you
kno Qe" \

Garrison: Yas, right. Data tells a lot. de we present

the data to them, they'll surely see where the problem is. You
———===can't hide that.'+-msun,binefactthatwegotoneBlackwomanon the faculty can't be hi ded ei, A Jmeans—thate—enough

rightthere[laughs];youcandealwithshat,allday;youknow.
T— cain

""fou—haveoneBlackwoman—en—thefaculty?" Joukmow; you talk

about sixteen Blacks on the staff; youican deal with that all

can Aday. «¥eu—kmnow, ou talk about five Blacks on Sfonsore og

research staff;’' we could deal with that all day. »Aady—so;yOoU~

noYor can't deal, with things that are not tléarly +here Ho
bagi with. nina tell the story. #r® 1 think that

when they look at that, they'll be able to ask the kind of questions

that need to be asked.
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Questioner: According tho : = 1
Ph.D.

prrsssen: A toa right. \And
non-technickl staff, and four are gone. They had one on ~--

you know, one Black woman oh technical Beals

Questioner: Who was the only\ female whoGarrison:So,theproblem-areas~are—therei—Questioner: Let me suggest something, because we've talked

mostly about current history® anmd—their—eaneient—histoTry. And—

You mentioned Marilyn's thesis. It would very worthwhile to
40

look at some of the reports that were done ten years)!fri-

worthteachingaboutthingsvousay—Amdft might be interesting
1 5

forwhaet—you—re—— to see the progress of women on

the campus; —cati—tr—progress'— ———eofprogress.
dicate TT

Because these kinds of things jy—vou—kneve, 0 development, eand—

the—— —of—development——

Questionmer+—Well;—youknow;—welve—

Questioneri+—Yeou—know;—very—leng—datar—Fhey have—==—

Casi sol (Ve Ate
Buestionex: Phe—emnployment—into—- looked at, from 1968 to

the present. In 1968, there were five Black faculty members

here, and today there are seventeen. In 1968, there were siz-
Lo IM € en

or seventeen faculty, and today there are sixty. Yeoeu—lnows—850-—-—

tota

the

1
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~~}

Fmean, he data tells the story in terms of progress over a

period of time. The data tells another s$tory,:and you have: to
fhe, more

look at the low Cl es representation. of people

in various positions.

Questioner: Yes.

i : ¥ iol : these numbers, I think

thdt sort of trpnds about what's of interest fo women, and

why people stay, or whatever turnover rates are, and that

sojrt of thing/ comes out ghrough some work that was done some

 ygdars ago, agd it:hasn't Jeon done over . Tt itells

| af lot about [the style of the institutional thing, wanting

0 be here Jor not wantin to be here. And fhat's the kind of

hing, IT ink, which ig not looking ati a long enough range

of time Jf women to tell why. "And 1t mighti be

; _to use that data onpT. - ————————a——————EtSherkow: I would like to thank everybody who came to this

particular luncheon. 1 personally feel that it was very

successful, and a lot of information was exchanged. SE I

certainly believe that our purpose was accomplished. Meds
rT
fn addition, a lot of the people here did get to know one

another. I want to mention before leaving that in the Fall,

the Oral History Program will, hopefully, sponsor another

luncheon, in which we will include studies. ur fhade tiie;
here Foday

most of the people will also be able to come. Iowant:to take

this opportunity to thank everybody, once again, for coming,

especially those who spoke.


